Synchronous loss of quasispecies memory in parallel viral lineages: a deterministic feature of viral quasispecies.
Viral quasispecies are endowed with a memory of their past evolutionary history in the form of minority genomes of their mutant spectra. To determine the fate of memory genomes in evolving viral quasispecies, we have measured memory levels of antigenic variant of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) RED, which includes an Arg-Glu-Asp (RED) at a surface antigenic loop of the viral capsid. The RED reverted to the standard Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), and the RED remained as memory in the evolving quasispecies. In four parallel evolutionary lineages, memory reduction followed a strikingly similar pattern, and at passage 60 memory levels were indistinguishable from those of control populations (devoid of memory). Nucleotide sequence analyses indicated that memory loss occurred synchronously despite its ultimate molecular basis being the stochastic occurrence of mutations in the evolving quasispecies. These results on the kinetics of memory levels have unveiled a deterministic feature of viral quasispecies. Molecular mechanisms that may underlie synchronous memory loss are the averaging of noise signals derived from mutational input, and constraints to genome diversification imposed by a nucleotide sequence context in the viral genome. Possible implications of the behaviour of complex, adaptive viral systems as experimental models to address primary mechanisms of neurological memory are discussed.